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WHEN SCHOOL CHILDREN GRIEVE- The death of a classmate, or more than one classmate as is
the case at Springfield North and Kenton Ridge high schools, calls for faculty and staff members to help
with recovery, says Carole Roberts, a health professor at the University of Dayton who has led "Death:
Education for Living" workshops in Ohio schools. She offers guidelines for parents and teachers,
recommending they acknowledge the death ·and realize that grief is expressed differently by different people.
Listening is more important than offering advice, she says, and a good hug can mean "I care" to a grieving
student. Teachers should make it a point to provide ample time for lessons because students in grief have
shorter attention spans, and school administrators should allow or provide a support group of teachers and
classmates who are available to talk. Roberts warns against singling out grieving students for spe~ial
privileges. "The most important thing a teacher can do for a student after a loss is to listen," says Roberts.
Call Carole Roberts at (513) 229-4210.
YELTSIN VS. PARLIAMENT - Russia is in the middle of a political crises and it-may not be wise for
President Boris Yeltsin to leave the country for a planned summit April 3-4 with U.S. President Bill Clinton
in Vancouver, British Columbia. "Washington might consider rescheduling the summit for Moscow to show
support for Yeltsin, but that may be seen by the Russians as Yeltsin being too much embraced by the
West," says Bilocerkowycz, an expert on the countries of the former Soviet Union. If Russian public
support isn't clearly behind either Yeltsin or the hard-line Communists and nationalists in the Parliament,
"there's a possibility of open civil war," says Bilocerkowycz.
Call Jaro Dilocerkowycz at (513) 229-2231.
"WHEN DO WE DRIVE THE ZAMBONI?" - About a half-dozen UD students have been gaining
expegence working for Dayton's minor league hockey franchise, the Dayton Bombers. Students do
~thing from publicity to hawking souvenirs. Senior communication major Joe Zelinski plays music over
the public address system at Hara Arena; Bob Artman has a wide range of responsibilities that once
included driving a player whose car broke down back to Alabama. Most of the students major in public
relations and sports management. Les Crooks, the assistant general manager of the Bombers, was an intern
for the Bombers before joining the organization.
·
"I started as an intern, and UD's the first place I look for interns," Crook said. "They're reliable
and they're able. And they can perform their internship for class credit. That's important because all the
.internships are non-paid."
"' Crook said students have fun working for the Bombers. "It's surprising how fast the day goes by.
You're always into something," he said.

.

Call. Les Crooks at (513) 277-3765.
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